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IN 30 SECONDS

 � Growth is picking up and fundamentals in many emerging 
markets have improved since the 2013 Emerging Market 
(EM) bear market

 � These strengthening economic fundamentals are not yet 
priced into EM equity market valuations

 � We believe that companies generating a return on capital in 
excess of their cost of capital outperform over the long term

 � We favour companies within domestic-focused sectors 
which directly benefit from the cyclical recovery

 � A disciplined approach to identifying such companies 
should be complemented by fundamental analysis to 
identify best-in-class stocks and opportunistic investments.

LO FUNDS–EMERGING HIGH CONVICTION invests in 
a portfolio focused on high-quality companies with 
sustainable business models and would be suitable 
for investors seeking capital appreciation over the 
long-term from Emerging Markets.

1 Source: International Monetary Fund, April 2017.
2 Source: LOIM illustration.

Why Emerging equities?
 � EM economies are expected to grow twice as fast as 

their developed counterparts over next 5 years1

 � EM growth cycle is driven by domestic demand
 � The middle class is expanding and increasing consumption
 � The positive economic outlook means EM could enter 

a virtuous cycle, making them a compelling proposition  
over the long-term.
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CONCENTRATED, HIGH 
CONVICTION PORTFOLIO

Based on deep analysis to identify companies which we believe:
 � can deliver excess economic returns1 over time
 � have sustainable competitive advantages over their peers
 � have a highly transparent and robust business model
 � a bottom-up stock selection complemented by the identification of attractive markets/countries.

HIGH ACTIVE SHARE Thanks to the fund’s ability to invest on the basis of the portfolio managers’ strong conviction 
in a benchmark-agnostic way.

DIVERSIFICATION FROM 
DISCIPLINED IMPLEMENTATION 
AND STRICT RISK MANAGEMENT

Which has enabled the fund to perform through different economic or market cycles.
Portfolio construction is based on 3 distinctive categories of stocks to reduce correlation:

1 ACYCLICAL LEADERS 2 SUSTAINABLE CYCLICALS 3 EVENTS

Investable universe
Approx. 200 stocks

Up to 70% of total assets

Investable universe
Approx. 90 stocks

Up to 50% of total assets

Investable universe
Approx. 60 stocks

Up to 35% of total assets

LOW TURNOVER The rigorous stock picking process helps identify companies able to defend their excess economic returns 
in the face of economic, competitive or regulatory threats.

Contact
To find out more about LOIM’s equities process and capabilites,  
email loim-funds@lombardodier.com or visit www.loim.com

@loimnews
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Why LO Funds–Emerging High Conviction?

We believe that high-quality companies which generate 
a return on capital in excess of their cost of capital 
outperform over the long term, and that markets often 
undervalue these companies.

LO FUNDS–EMERGING HIGH CONVICTION invests 
in a diversified portfolio of high-quality EM companies 
at attractive valuations, aiming to deliver a steady, 
long-term capital growth.

“ “
” ”

1 Companies believed to generate strong economic returns (ROE, ROCE), strong cash (maintenance free cash flow yield) and/or with limited dependency on external capital.


